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Mariner - 50 ELPT CT 2.1L Commercial
Outboard Engine

£ 8,889
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Specification
Model: 50 ELPT CT 2.1L Commercial Outboard Engine
Kilowatts (HP): 36.77 (50)
Max. RPM at full throttle: 5000
Cylinders: 4 (in line)
Displacement: 2.1L
Starting: Electric
Gear Ratio: 2.38 : 1
Gear Shift: F-N-R
Steering: Big Tiller (optional), Dual Cable Mechanical Hydraulic Steering
Alternator System: 35 amp
Trim positions: Power Trim and Power Tilt
Weight: 165kg
Recommended Boat Transom Height: 508mm (L)
Induction System: 8-valve single overhead cam
Equipment Included: racor water fuel separator, rigging hose, key switch, propeller, SC1000 Smart
Craft gauge and a remote control box
RCD form required
Mariner Marathon commercial outboards are designed to work as hard as you do. Engineered to be
ultra-resilient working partners for everyone making their living on water, they've earned their
credentials for reliability by performing under the toughest working conditions possible to deliver
trouble-free operation year after year.

On selected models, big tiller comes as standard which delivers essential commercial benefits: the
more room in the boat and easy hands-on control of the engine with integrated shift, trim and
throttle controls.
Whatever your job, there's a specific Mariner Marathon model to suit it.
Commercial Calibration
Marathon engines are specifically calibrated to achieve much longer engine life, ensuring reliability
and performance when you need it most.
Fuel Efficient
Most Four-Stroke engines have up to 30% better fuel efficiency than Two Strokes, allowing you to go
further on less fuel.
Corrosion Resistance
Mariner's proprietary formula, XK360, is an extremely low-copper-content aluminium alloy, which
leads the industry in corrosion resistance. Costly corrosion failures and high labour bills are a thing
of the past.
Lightweight
Lightweight, durable materials and fewer moving parts than competitive Four Stroke engines have
made the marathon tough, compact, durable and highly efficient.
2 years/2000 hour Warranty
Commercial use only
Limited Warranty
Petrol Outboards Only
(Terms and conditions apply)
Installation and Commissioning Services available across the North, by Mercury Marine trained
technicians.
Available for UK Delivery (Engine will be supplied with PDI completed)
Export Enquiries Welcome, Contact us for a Quote
All our Mariner outboards are new in stock and are the latest models. No old stock or outdated
models!
Call for the best pricing on all Mariner Outboard Engines
Finance available for engine / boat packages & repower upgrades. Contact us for more information.
Special Order - Contact Us For Stock Status

To see this ad online, go to boatsandoutboards.co.uk and search for BU9497CD4

